GUIDE

Your business
works hard to earn
customers’ trust.
FullStory is engineered to help you keep it.

A privacy-first platform built for incredible scale.
No other technology allows you to understand your digital customer experience at the
same level of scale—and the same degree of detail—as FullStory. But your business doesn't
need every personal detail about your customers in order to understand and radically
optimize their experiences.


With this in mind, FullStory built privacy and security into the platform from the ground up.
Know your team will get the answers they need to do their jobs without compromising the
foundation of trust your business has earned. 


Privacy

Security

FullStory's uniquely precise collection
technology ensures that sensitive
customer content is masked or blocked  
at the source—in the browser or on the
device—so it's never transmitted to  
or processed by our platform.

With security that exceeds enterprise
standards and the paperwork to back  
it up, you can rest easy knowing  
FullStory takes security seriously. Ask 
to see our SOC 2 Type II attestation  
or ISO 27001 certification.

Responsibility

Reliability

FullStory is not in the business of data
brokerage; we will never sell user data or
create digital fingerprints using the data
you transmit to our platform. To learn more
about our responsibility (and yours), visit
fullstory.com/privacy-resources.

When it comes to performance and
reliability, FullStory's approach is proactive
transparency. The FullStory snippet is
designed to never impact your user’s
experience, and you can see the history of
app uptime at status.fullstory.com.

eady for GDPR, CCPA, and your business' unique requirements.
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Ship and iterate fearlessly from day one with Private by Default.

FullStory’s industry-leading Private by Default technology automatically masks text  

at the source to ensure no sensitive data leaves the customer's device. Whitelist only  

the elements known to be safe so you can deploy and iterate quickly without introducing

the risk of capturing sensitive data over time.



Unlike other solutions that simply block input fields, Private by Default is

personalization-friendly and designed to be the safest solution for dynamic  

on-page content and input fields.



And, because FullStory creates a high-fidelity, wireframe-like playback experience, your

team can understand the shape of the digital experience without sacrificing insights. 


We're here to help.

Between our committed Customer Success Managers, Data Privacy Officer, and security

experts, we’re bound to have answers for your questions. Visit

fullstory.com/privacy-resources to learn more or email: privacy@fullstory.com
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